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+420721981929 - http://www.resort-snezne.cz/

A comprehensive menu of Resort Snezne from Snezne covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Resort Snezne:
A modern restaurant with good food that is a bit more expensive than you are pleasant and with smaller portions
than you would like to taste. service is finely crushed, either lady and lady was new, or not completely played, but

in principle it does not matter. We have prepared a pizza for you and our company will order several types.
dough was thin and sharp, but all pizzas were identical cheeses and differ only in... read more. What Milena

Příhodová doesn't like about Resort Snezne:
I appreciate the restaurant. The offer is very limited and the prices are available! for good food I like to pay. The

last visit is very disappointed. selection of very small and limited, soup one, dessert one. do not know if the
change of the chef. We were very happy to have been released in the restaurant, but we had to leave the last

visit. read more. At Resort Snezne in Snezne, delicious pizza is baked oven-fresh using a traditional method, The
guests of the establishment also appreciate the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the

establishment has to offer. There are also tasty dishes typical for Europe.
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Past�
RAVIOLI

Burger�
CHICKEN SUPREME

Snack�
CROQUETTES

Appet�er
KAMA

So� drink�
LEMONADE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
PASTA

PIZZA

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

LATTE

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

SPINAT

MEAT

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

BACON
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 11:00-20:00
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